Customer Story: Brittany
Ferries
Enabling an industry leading enterprise to take
a new approach to transformation:
self-sufficient, iterative and risk-mitigated.

Introduction
In late 2019, Brittany Ferries chose to partner with AMIGO to address two
pressing needs in the online experience: new home and promotions
pages. Brittany Ferries had designs for these new experiences, but no
means of delivering them in a meaningful timeframe. Working with
AMIGO, the new experiences were delivered within two weeks.

Approach
Brittany Ferries’s technical resources were focused on transforming
front and back end systems, including the delivery of entirely new
websites for the UK and French markets. As a consequence, there was
little spare resource to address improving the existing experience.
Brittany Ferries’s digital team knew what improvements they would like
to make to the online experience, but did not have the means to make
these changes, or assess their impact.
AMIGO provided a parallel content management system that sat
alongside Brittany Ferrries’s existing back end systems. This provided
Brittany Ferries with flexibility, speed and control over these key steps in
the customer journey.

The homepage design was simplified. New deals and destinations
sections were added, creating easily accessible packages for users to
view, directing them to the booking page.
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As the Covid-19 crisis arrived, Brittany Ferries were able to respond
quickly, highlighting why users could book with confidence.

The new content management system allowed Brittany Ferries to push
changes live within hours, much more quickly than by conventional
means, allowing them to respond dynamically to rapidly changing
commercial and legislative environments.
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Before State
●

The Customer experience is almost unchangeable as technical
resources are focused elsewhere.

●

There is none of the iterative change that generates
momentum behind transformation, due to the time and cost of
innovation.

With AMIGO
●

A step on the road to transforming the customer experience is
taken without impact on Brittany Ferries’s technical resources.

●

Immediate commercial benefits are realised, no longer
contingent on long timescale infrastructure changes.

●

Brittany Ferries can react quickly to changing external pressures.
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